
 Marko Pogacnik      
OSLO FJORDEN 
WORKSHOP   
10 – 12 of August 
Lecture in Oslo  9 of Aug 

 The year 2012 is a symbol of great change in space and time. On one side there are 
dramatic events shocking the society as well as the biosphere of the planet. Yet there are 
also fantastic possibilities of peace and beauty kept safe in the seeds of the future. Where 
are the seeds of future in the area of the upper Oslo Fjorden? How can the new structure 
of space and time be experienced in the given landscape? Which are traumas in the given 
landscape that prevent the new to fluorish? The workshop can not give definite answers 
but can offer possibilities of being envolved in the enfoldment of the future.  

Lecture: How to protect the matrix of life? 
Beyond the densely materialized world structure there  pulsates the etheric reality, 
organized through the matrix of life. In the era when human beings are losing last 
contacts to the essence of reality, how can we prevent the life organism to evaporate? The 
author shares his experiences of the self-healing process that Gaia, the Earth 
consciousness has introduced to avoid the break-down of its life systems. 
                  You can look  www.markopogacnik.com   
Alda, association for geomancy, is organizing                      
The course will be in English.                                                 
We will stay at a scout place   1 hour south of Oslo.                                      
We’ll start  at 10 am the 10th of august. 
Costs:  Course, all food included                         333 €  
Fri-Sun in  Single room /2bed room         59€ / 45 € 

                          We would like your booking before the 16th of July.  
                          You’ll receive a booking form and more information by contacting: 
Alda c/o Helle Helborg, Hannelund, 61074 Vagnhärad       
geomanti.alda@telia.com    Tel:  +46 (0) 156 -14 144                     www.alda-geomanti.se 
For later information about time and place of the lecture we’ll put on our new homepage 
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